
UNLOCKED AWARDS CATEGORIES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Recognizing outstanding achievements in business management amid today's dynamic environment, the category celebrates leaders, teams, and organizations who have 
excelled in seizing opportunities, navigating crises, and fostering growth. Judges seek evidence of transformative initiatives, effective resource management, and tangible 

outcomes that drive sustainable growth
Code Subcategory Discription

UB01 Best Business Startegy Recognizing innovative, sustainable, and impactful strategies that drive growth, competitive advantage, and long-term success in today's dynamic 
market environment

UB02 Best Corporate Communications Honoring excellence in transparent, effective, and strategic communication practices that enhance corporate reputation, stakeholder engagement, and 
organizational success.

UB03 Best Corporate Social Responsibility Celebrating companies demonstrating outstanding commitment to social and environmental causes, fostering positive change, and sustainable impact 
within their communities and beyond

UB04 Best Creative Development Acknowledging groundbreaking creativity, innovation, and ingenuity in product, service, or campaign development, driving market differentiation and 
customer engagement.

UB05 Best Crisis Maagement Recognizing exceptional strategies and leadership in effectively navigating and mitigating crises, safeguarding reputation, and restoring trust in 
challenging situations."

UB06 Best Customer Relationship Management Recognizing excellence in fostering strong, loyal, and mutually beneficial relationships with customers, driving satisfaction, retention, and sustainable 
growth

UB07 Best Customer Service Celebrating outstanding dedication to delivering exceptional customer experiences, exceeding expectations, and building long-lasting relationships 
through personalized, efficient, and empathetic support.

UB08 Best Delivery Honoring excellence in timely, reliable, and efficient delivery services, ensuring customer satisfaction and exceeding expectations in the logistics and 
transportation sector

UB09 Best Eco Conscious Recognizing exemplary efforts in promoting sustainability, environmental stewardship, and eco-friendly practices, contributing to a healthier planet and 
inspiring positive change

UB10 Best Employer Acknowledging organizations that prioritize employee well-being, foster a positive workplace culture, offer competitive benefits, and provide 
opportunities for growth and development

UB11 Best Finance Management Recognizing excellence in strategic financial planning, prudent risk management, and efficient allocation of resources, ensuring sustainable growth and 
maximizing shareholder value

UB12 Best Health & Safety Celebrating exemplary commitment to prioritizing and promoting workplace health, safety, and well-being through innovative practices, rigorous 
protocols, and continuous improvement efforts.

UB13 Best HR Managemnt Recognizing outstanding practices in talent acquisition, development, and retention, fostering a supportive workplace culture and driving organizational 
success through effective human resource strategies

UB14 Best Innovation Honoring groundbreaking advancements and disruptive innovations that drive positive change, reshape industries, and address pressing challenges with 
creativity, ingenuity, and impact."



UB15 Best Internal Communications Recognizing excellence in fostering transparent, effective, and engaging communication within organizations, enhancing employee engagement, 
alignment, and collaboration for improved performance and culture

UB16 Best Legal Management Acknowledging excellence in legal strategy, compliance, and risk management, ensuring organizational integrity, protecting assets, and navigating 
complex legal landscapes with diligence and expertise.

UB17 Best New Business Development Celebrating innovative strategies and successful execution in identifying, cultivating, and launching new business opportunities, driving growth and 
expansion in dynamic market environments

UB18 Best New Product Recognizing exceptional innovation, creativity, and market impact in the development and launch of new products, addressing customer needs and 
redefining industry standards with excellence

UB19 Best New Service Honoring outstanding innovation and excellence in the introduction of new services, providing value, convenience, and exceptional experiences to 
customers while reshaping industry standards

UB20 Best Operations Management Recognizing excellence in optimizing processes, enhancing efficiency, and maximizing productivity across all facets of operations, driving sustainable 
growth and competitive advantage.

UB21 Best Procurement Celebrating excellence in strategic sourcing, supplier management, and cost optimization, driving value creation, efficiency, and innovation across the 
supply chain

UB22 Best Product Range Recognizing exceptional breadth, quality, and relevance of products offered, catering to diverse customer needs and preferences while maintaining 
consistency and excellence across the range

UB23 Best Sales Management Acknowledging exemplary leadership and strategies in driving sales performance, fostering team success, and achieving revenue growth through 
effective planning, execution, and customer relationship management

UB24 Best Service Range Recognizing excellence in offering a diverse, comprehensive, and high-quality range of services that meet and exceed customer expectations, providing 
exceptional value and satisfaction."

UB25 Best Socially Conscious Honoring organizations demonstrating exceptional commitment to social responsibility, ethical practices, and positive impact on communities, fostering 
a more sustainable and equitable world

UB26 Best Supply Chain Management Recognizing excellence in orchestrating efficient, resilient, and sustainable supply chains, optimizing processes, mitigating risks, and delivering value to 
customers and stakeholders."

UB27 Best Support Celebrating excellence in customer support services, providing timely, effective assistance, and personalized solutions to enhance satisfaction and foster 
long-term relationships

UB28 Best Sustainability Recognizing outstanding commitment to environmental stewardship, social responsibility, and economic viability, driving positive impact and long-term 
sustainability across all aspects of operations

UB29 Best Training Honoring excellence in employee development and learning initiatives, fostering a culture of continuous growth, innovation, and skill enhancement to 
drive organizational success

UB30 Best Use of Technology Recognizing innovative and impactful utilization of technology to drive efficiency, productivity, and transformative change across industries, delivering 
tangible benefits and competitive advantage.

UB31 Best Work From Home Startegy Celebrating organizations' effective approaches in facilitating remote work, ensuring productivity, connectivity, and employee well-being while 
maintaining organizational goals and culture



MARKETING
Recognizes innovators who have pushed boundaries and achieved remarkable results in the field of marketing. From groundbreaking campaigns to pioneering strategies, this 

category celebrates individuals, teams, and organizations that have demonstrated exceptional creativity, effectiveness, and impact in reaching and engaging audiences.
Code Subcategory Discription

UM01 Best 360 Degree Marketing Campaign Recognizing comprehensive, integrated marketing initiatives that leverage multiple channels and touchpoints to engage audiences at every stage of the 
customer journey, driving brand awareness, engagement, and conversion.

UM02 Best Affiliate Marketing Campaign Honoring innovative and impactful campaigns that effectively leverage affiliate partnerships to drive sales, expand reach, and maximize ROI through 
strategic collaboration and performance-based incentives

UM03 Best Big (Cinema) Screen Marketing CampaignRecognizing outstanding marketing campaigns tailored for cinema screens, captivating audiences with compelling storytelling, immersive experiences, 
and memorable brand engagements on the big screen

UM04 Best Brand Strategy Celebrating innovative and effective approaches in building, positioning, and managing brands to create meaningful connections with consumers, drive 
loyalty, and achieve sustainable growth

UM05 Best BTL Marketing Campaign Recognizing exceptional creativity and impact in targeted, personalized marketing efforts that engage consumers directly, drive conversions, and 
generate measurable results through experiential activations, promotions, and direct outreach

UM06 Best Campaign Based on Marketing Analytics Honoring campaigns that leverage data-driven insights and analytics to inform strategy, optimize targeting, and maximize ROI, demonstrating 
measurable success and effective use of marketing analytics tools and techniques

UM07 Best Campaign Through Social Messenger Recognizing innovative and impactful marketing campaigns executed through social messaging platforms, leveraging personalized communication, 
interactive experiences, and targeted messaging to engage audiences and drive results

UM08 Best Content Strategy Celebrating excellence in crafting and executing strategic content plans that resonate with target audiences, drive engagement, and achieve business 
objectives through compelling storytelling, valuable insights, and creative execution

UM09 Best Cross-channel Marketing Campaign Recognizing exceptional campaigns that seamlessly integrate multiple channels and touchpoints to deliver cohesive and personalized experiences across 
the customer journey, driving engagement, conversions, and brand loyalty

UM10 Best Direct Marketing Campaign Honoring impactful campaigns that effectively reach and engage target audiences through personalized, direct communication channels such as email, 
direct mail, or SMS, driving measurable results and ROI.

UM11 Best Display Marketing in Digital ecognizing innovative and effective campaigns that leverage digital display advertising to captivate audiences, drive engagement, and achieve marketing 
objectives through creative visuals, compelling messaging, and strategic targeting

UM12 Best Email Marketing Campaign Honoring exceptional campaigns that leverage email marketing to deliver personalized, relevant, and compelling content, driving engagement, 
conversions, and customer loyalty through effective segmentation, automation, and optimization strategies

UM13 Best Experience Marketing Campaign Celebrating innovative campaigns that create memorable, immersive brand experiences, engaging consumers on a deeper level through experiential 
activations, interactive events, and sensory-rich encounters

UM14 Best Facebook Campaign Recognizing outstanding marketing campaigns executed on the Facebook platform, leveraging its vast audience reach, targeting capabilities, and 
engagement features to drive brand awareness, engagement, and conversions.

UM15 Best Gamification Marketing Honoring creative and engaging campaigns that leverage gamification elements to captivate audiences, drive interaction, and achieve marketing 
objectives through immersive and entertaining experiences

UM16 Best Influencer Marketing Campaign Recognizing campaigns that effectively collaborate with influencers to authentically promote brands, products, or services, leveraging their reach, 
credibility, and influence to drive engagement, awareness, and conversions



UM17 Best Instagram Campaign Honoring innovative and impactful marketing campaigns executed on the Instagram platform, leveraging visual storytelling, creative content formats, 
and engaging features to connect with audiences, drive brand engagement, and achieve marketing goals.

UM18 Best Integrated Digital Campaign Recognizing comprehensive and cohesive digital marketing campaigns that seamlessly integrate multiple channels, platforms, and tactics to deliver 
unified brand experiences, engage audiences across touchpoints, and drive measurable results.

UM19 Best Internal Communication Campaign Celebrating outstanding initiatives that effectively engage and inform employees, foster collaboration, and reinforce organizational culture and values 
through innovative and impactful internal communication strategies and campaigns.

UM20 Best LinkedIn Campaign Recognizing exceptional marketing campaigns executed on the LinkedIn platform, leveraging its professional network, targeting capabilities, and content 
formats to drive brand awareness, thought leadership, and lead generation among B2B audiences

UM21 Best Low-Budget Marketing Campaign Honoring creative and effective campaigns that achieve significant results with limited resources, showcasing innovative strategies, clever tactics, and 
resourcefulness in reaching and engaging target audiences

UM22 Best Marketing Automation Campaign Recognizing campaigns that leverage marketing automation tools and platforms to streamline processes, deliver personalized experiences, and drive 
engagement and conversions through targeted, timely, and relevant communications.

UM23 Best Marketing Through a Mobile App Honoring innovative and effective campaigns that leverage mobile applications to engage users, drive app installs, increase user retention, and achieve 
business objectives through creative strategies, user-centric experiences, and data-driven optimization.

UM24 Best Marketing Through a Website/Blog Recognizing outstanding campaigns that leverage websites or blogs to attract, engage, and convert audiences, driving traffic, generating leads, and 
fostering brand loyalty through valuable content, user-friendly experiences, and effective optimization strategies

UM25 Best Mobile Marketing Campaign Celebrating campaigns that effectively leverage mobile platforms and technologies to reach, engage, and convert target audiences, driving brand 
awareness, engagement, and conversions through innovative strategies, personalized experiences, and seamless mobile interactions.

UM26 Best Online Commercial Recognizing outstanding digital commercials that captivate audiences, convey compelling messages, and drive brand awareness, engagement, and 
conversions through creative storytelling, visual aesthetics, and effective digital distribution strategies

UM27 Best OOH Campaign Honoring innovative and impactful campaigns that creatively utilize outdoor advertising mediums such as billboards, transit ads, and street furniture to 
reach and engage audiences, driving brand visibility, awareness, and recall.

UM28 Best Performance-driven Campaign Recognizing campaigns that prioritize measurable outcomes and achieve tangible results, leveraging data-driven strategies, optimization techniques, and 
performance metrics to drive ROI, conversions, and business growth

UM29 Best PR Campaign Celebrating strategic and impactful public relations campaigns that effectively manage brand reputation, generate positive media coverage, and engage 
stakeholders, driving brand credibility, visibility, and trust

UM30 Best Print Campaign (Daily/Magazine) Recognizing exceptional advertising campaigns executed in newspapers or magazines, showcasing creativity, effectiveness, and impact in delivering 
brand messages, driving engagement, and achieving marketing objectives through print media.

UM31 Best Product Placement Startegy Honoring innovative and effective approaches in integrating products seamlessly into media content, leveraging strategic partnerships and placements 
to drive brand visibility, awareness, and affinity among target audiences

UM32 Best Radio Campaign Recognizing outstanding advertising campaigns executed through radio channels, demonstrating creativity, effectiveness, and impact in delivering brand 
messages, engaging audiences, and driving brand awareness and consideration through the power of sound

UM33 Best Re-targeting Campaign Best Re-targeting Campaign: Celebrating campaigns that effectively utilize re-targeting strategies to re-engage and convert website visitors or previous 
customers, leveraging personalized messaging and dynamic ads to drive conversions and maximize ROI

UM34 Best Search Marketing Campaign Recognizing excellence in campaigns leveraging search engine marketing (SEM) strategies to drive targeted traffic, increase visibility, and generate leads 
or sales through effective keyword targeting, ad copy optimization, and bid management.



UM35 Best SEO Campaign Honoring outstanding campaigns that effectively optimize websites to improve search engine rankings, drive organic traffic, and enhance visibility and 
credibility through strategic keyword targeting, content optimization, and technical SEO tactics."

UM36 Best Socio Economic Development Campaign Recognizing impactful initiatives that address pressing social or economic challenges, driving positive change and sustainable development through 
innovative strategies, partnerships, and community engagement

UM37 Best Technology-led Marketing Campaign Celebrating campaigns that leverage cutting-edge technology such as AI, AR/VR, or IoT to create immersive, interactive, and personalized experiences, 
driving engagement, brand awareness, and customer loyalty through innovative use of technology.

UM38 Best Trend/Moment Marketing Recognizing campaigns that capitalize on cultural trends, events, or viral moments to create timely and relevant content, engaging audiences and driving 
brand visibility, resonance, and conversation in the digital sphere

UM39 Best TVC Campaign Honoring outstanding television advertising campaigns that effectively capture audience attention, convey memorable brand messages, and drive brand 
awareness, preference, and sales through compelling storytelling, visuals, and messaging

UM40 Best Twitter Campaign Recognizing innovative and impactful marketing campaigns executed on the Twitter platform, leveraging real-time conversations, trending topics, and 
engaging content formats to drive brand visibility, engagement, and advocacy among target audiences

UM41 Best Use of Animation or Graphics Celebrating creativity and innovation in utilizing animation or graphics to convey compelling brand messages, engage audiences, and drive impact across 
various marketing channels, delivering visually stunning and memorable experiences

UM42 Best Use of Data Driven Media Recognizing campaigns that leverage data analytics and insights to inform media planning and buying decisions, optimizing targeting, messaging, and 
placements to reach and engage audiences effectively, driving measurable results and ROI

UM43 Best Use of Location Based Targeting Honoring campaigns that effectively utilize geolocation data to target and engage audiences based on their real-time location, delivering personalized 
and relevant messaging, offers, and experiences tailored to specific geographic areas, driving engagement and conversions

UM44 Best Use of Photography Celebrating creativity and excellence in utilizing photography to convey compelling brand stories, evoke emotions, and captivate audiences across 
various marketing channels, delivering visually stunning and impactful imagery that resonates with viewers

UM45 Best Video Marketing Campaign Recognizing exceptional campaigns that leverage video content to engage, entertain, and inform audiences, driving brand awareness, consideration, and 
conversion through compelling storytelling, creative visuals, and effective distribution strategies

UM46 Best Viral Marketing Campaign Celebrating campaigns that organically generate widespread attention, engagement, and sharing across digital platforms, leveraging creativity, humor, 
or emotional appeal to create contagious content that resonates with audiences and drives viral reach and impact

UM47 Best Youtube Campaign Recognizing outstanding marketing campaigns executed on the YouTube platform, leveraging its vast audience reach, diverse content formats, and 
interactive features to drive brand awareness, engagement, and conversion through compelling storytelling, creativity, and audience targeting

EXECUTIVE
Celebrates the visionary leaders who have demonstrated exceptional stewardship, strategic acumen, and transformative impact within their organizations over the past year. 

From CEOs to top-level executives, this category recognizes individuals who have exhibited outstanding leadership qualities, driving innovation, growth, and resilience in the face 
of challenges

Code Subcategory Discription

UE01 Business Development Executive of the
 Year

Honoring an exceptional individual who has demonstrated outstanding leadership, strategic vision, and business acumen in driving growth, innovation, 
and success for their organization through effective business development initiatives and relationships.

UE02 Creative Executive of the Year Recognizing an individual who has demonstrated exceptional creativity, vision, and innovation in leading and inspiring creative teams to deliver 
groundbreaking ideas, campaigns, and projects that drive brand differentiation, engagement, and impact



UE03 Crisis Management Executive of the Year Honoring an individual who has displayed exceptional leadership, resilience, and strategic acumen in effectively navigating and mitigating crises, 
safeguarding reputation, and ensuring business continuity during challenging times

UE04 Customer Service Executive of the Year Recognizing an exemplary leader who has demonstrated outstanding dedication to customer satisfaction, employee development, and operational 
excellence in driving exceptional service delivery and fostering strong customer relationships.

UE05 Entrepreneur / Founder of the Year Celebrating an exceptional individual who has demonstrated visionary leadership, innovation, and resilience in founding and growing a successful 
venture, driving impact, growth, and positive change in their industry

UE06 Executive of the Year Recognizing a top-tier leader who has demonstrated exemplary leadership, strategic vision, and measurable impact in driving organizational success, 
innovation, and growth across all aspects of the business.

UE07 Finance Executive of the Year "Finance Executive of the Year: Honoring a financial leader who has demonstrated exceptional expertise, strategic acumen, and fiscal stewardship in 
managing financial operations, driving profitability, and enabling sustainable growth and success for their organization.

UE08 HR Executive of the Year Recognizing an exemplary leader who has demonstrated outstanding dedication to employee development, talent management, and fostering a positive 
workplace culture, driving organizational success and employee engagement

UE09 Legal Executive of the Year Honoring an exceptional leader who has demonstrated exemplary legal expertise, strategic vision, and ethical leadership in navigating complex legal 
landscapes, mitigating risks, and driving compliance and integrity within their organization.

UE10 Marketing Executive of the Year Recognizing a visionary leader who has demonstrated exceptional creativity, strategic insight, and innovation in driving successful marketing initiatives, 
brand building, and customer engagement, driving growth and impact for their organization.

UE11 Operations Executive of the Year Honoring an outstanding leader who has demonstrated excellence in optimizing processes, driving efficiency, and fostering operational excellence, 
leading to improved productivity, cost savings, and organizational success

UE12 PR Executive of the Year Recognizing a strategic communicator who has demonstrated exceptional leadership, creativity, and effectiveness in managing public relations 
initiatives, building brand reputation, and fostering positive relationships with stakeholders, media, and the public.

UE13 Sales Executive of the Year Honoring a top-performing leader who has demonstrated exceptional sales acumen, strategic vision, and leadership in driving revenue growth, customer 
acquisition, and market expansion for their organization through innovative sales strategies and effective relationship management

UE14 Support Executive of the Year Recognizing an exceptional leader who has demonstrated outstanding dedication to customer support, service excellence, and team development, 
driving customer satisfaction, retention, and loyalty through effective support strategies and operations

UE15 Technology Executive of the Year Honoring a visionary leader who has demonstrated exceptional innovation, strategic vision, and technical expertise in leveraging technology to drive 
business transformation, digital innovation, and competitive advantage for their organization."

CONTENT
Honors the creators, strategists, and innovators who have redefined storytelling and engagement through exceptional content initiatives in the past year. From captivating 
narratives to immersive experiences, this category celebrates individuals, teams, and organizations that have demonstrated excellence in crafting compelling and resonant 

content across various mediums and platforms.
Code Subcategory Discription

UC01 Best Entertaining Content Recognizing content that captivates and delights audiences, delivering humor, inspiration, or sheer enjoyment across various mediums such as video, 
articles, podcasts, or social media posts

UC02 Best Humorous Content Celebrating content that effectively uses humor to engage and entertain audiences, delivering laughter, joy, and light-heartedness while conveying a 
message or promoting a brand in a memorable and engaging way.



UC03 Best Educatinal Content Recognizing content that provides valuable insights, knowledge, and learning experiences to audiences, fostering personal or professional development 
through informative articles, tutorials, courses, or multimedia presentations.

UC04 Best Technical Content Celebrating content that provides in-depth, detailed, and authoritative information on technical subjects, catering to specialized audiences with 
comprehensive guides, tutorials, case studies, or research papers

UC05 Best Motivational Content Recognizing content that inspires and empowers audiences to achieve their goals, overcome challenges, and pursue their dreams through uplifting 
stories, powerful messages, and practical advice delivered in a compelling and impactful manner

UC06 Best Drama Content Celebrating content that captivates audiences with compelling narratives, complex characters, and emotional depth, delivering engaging stories, plot 
twists, and suspenseful moments that keep viewers on the edge of their seats.

UC07 Best Thriller Content Recognizing content that delivers gripping suspense, tension, and excitement, keeping audiences on the edge of their seats with plot twists, unexpected 
turns, and adrenaline-pumping action, delivering an immersive and thrilling experience

UC08 Best Regional Content Celebrating content that celebrates and showcases the unique culture, traditions, and stories of a specific region or community, resonating with local 
audiences and fostering pride, connection, and appreciation for regional diversity.

UC09 Best Lifestyle Content Recognizing content that offers inspiration, advice, and insights on various aspects of everyday life, including health, wellness, fashion, beauty, travel, 
and home decor, catering to audiences seeking to enhance their lifestyle and well-being

UC10 Best Business Content Celebrating content that provides valuable insights, strategies, and resources to entrepreneurs, professionals, and business leaders, covering topics such 
as entrepreneurship, management, marketing, finance, and innovation, empowering audiences to succeed in the business world

UC11 Best Fiction Content Recognizing outstanding storytelling and creativity in fictional narratives across various mediums such as books, movies, TV shows, podcasts, and online 
platforms, captivating audiences with imaginative plots, compelling characters, and immersive worlds

UC12 Best Non Fiction Content Celebrating content that provides informative, educational, and thought-provoking insights into real-life events, people, and topics, including 
documentaries, investigative journalism, biographies, and informative articles, enriching audiences with valuable knowledge and perspectives

UC13 Best Horror Content Recognizing content that delivers spine-chilling thrills, scares, and suspense, keeping audiences on the edge of their seats with terrifying scenarios, eerie 
atmospheres, and supernatural elements, delivering an immersive and unforgettable horror experience."

UC14 Best Music Content Celebrating exceptional musical performances, compositions, and productions across various genres, including albums, singles, music videos, live 
performances, and documentaries, showcasing artistic talent, creativity, and innovation in the world of music.

UC15 Best News Content Recognizing outstanding journalism and reporting that delivers timely, accurate, and informative news coverage across various topics, including politics, 
current events, international affairs, and investigative reporting, providing audiences with reliable and insightful news updates

UC16 Best Sports Content Celebrating compelling coverage of sports events, athletes, and stories across various platforms, including live broadcasts, documentaries, analysis 
shows, and feature articles, delivering engaging and informative content that resonates with sports fans worldwide."

UC17 Best Finacial Content Recognizing informative and insightful content that provides valuable guidance, tips, and analysis on personal finance, investing, budgeting, and financial 
planning, empowering audiences to make informed decisions and achieve financial wellness



WEBSITE/APP
Celebrates excellence in digital experiences that have revolutionized user engagement and functionality. From intuitive interfaces to innovative features, this category recognizes 

websites and apps that have raised the bar in design, usability, and performance. Nominees showcase outstanding achievements in user experience (UX), user interface (UI) 
design, accessibility, and technical innovation

Code Subcategory Discription

UW01 Best Navigation Celebrating exceptional ease of navigation and user experience design in digital interfaces, websites, and applications, providing intuitive and efficient 
navigation paths that enhance usability and facilitate seamless interaction for users.

UW02 Best User Interface Recognizing exemplary design and usability in digital interfaces, websites, and applications, featuring intuitive layouts, visually appealing elements, and 
user-friendly interactions that enhance user experience and satisfaction.

UW03 Best Impact Recognizing initiatives, campaigns, or projects that have made a significant positive impact on society, the environment, or specific communities, 
fostering positive change, empowerment, and sustainable development for the betterment of humanity

UW04 Best Reach Celebrating initiatives, campaigns, or content that have achieved remarkable visibility, engagement, and resonance, reaching a wide and diverse 
audience across various platforms, channels, or demographics, driving significant awareness and influence.

UW05 Best Engagement Recognizing initiatives, campaigns, or content that have successfully captivated and involved audiences, fostering active participation, interaction, and 
dialogue, resulting in high levels of engagement, connection, and community building.

UW06 Best Content Celebrating outstanding creativity, quality, and impact in content creation across various mediums, including written, visual, audio, and interactive 
formats, delivering compelling, valuable, and memorable experiences to audiences.

UW07 Best Innovation Recognizing groundbreaking advancements and disruptive innovations that push the boundaries of technology, science, or industry norms, delivering 
transformative solutions, products, or services that address complex challenges and drive positive change

UW08 Best User Experience Celebrating exceptional design and usability that prioritize the needs and preferences of users, delivering intuitive, seamless, and enjoyable experiences 
across digital interfaces, websites, applications, and products

UW09 Best Home/Welcome Page Recognizing excellence in design, functionality, and user experience of a website's home or welcome page, effectively engaging visitors, communicating 
brand identity, and guiding them to relevant content or actions

UW10 Best Overall Design Celebrating excellence in design across all aspects of a product, website, or application, including visual aesthetics, user interface, interaction design, and 
usability, resulting in a cohesive and impactful user experience

UW11 Best Use of Video/Animation/Motion
 Graphics

Recognizing exceptional creativity and effectiveness in integrating video, animation, or motion graphics to enhance storytelling, engage audiences, and 
convey messages across various digital platforms and campaigns.

UW12 Best Use of Graphics/Photograph
Celebrating exemplary utilization of graphics and photographs to enhance visual communication, effectively convey messages, and elevate the overall 
aesthetic appeal of digital content across various platforms and campaigns.

UW13 Best Investor Relations Recognizing excellence in managing relationships with investors, fostering transparency, trust, and effective communication, and driving shareholder 
value through strategic investor engagement and disclosure practices

UW14 Best SEO Recognizing excellence in search engine optimization (SEO) strategies and practices, driving organic visibility, traffic, and conversions through effective 
optimization techniques, content strategies, and technical expertise.

UW15 Landing Page Celebrating excellence in landing page design and optimization, effectively capturing visitor attention, communicating value proposition, and driving 
conversions through compelling visuals, clear messaging, and intuitive user experience



UW16 Microsite Recognizing excellence in microsite design and development, delivering focused, engaging, and interactive experiences tailored to specific campaigns, 
products, or events, driving audience engagement and conversions

UW17 Storefront/e-commerce Celebrating excellence in online storefront or e-commerce platform design and functionality, providing seamless, intuitive, and secure shopping 
experiences that drive conversions and customer satisfaction.

UW18 Training/e-Learning Recognizing excellence in online training or e-learning platforms, delivering comprehensive, engaging, and effective educational experiences that 
empower learners to acquire new skills, knowledge, and competencies."

APEX
 Represents the pinnacle of achievement, recognizing individuals, teams, or organizations that have demonstrated unparalleled excellence and made a

 transformative impact across multiple facets of their respective fields. From visionary leadership to ground-breaking innovation, nominees exemplify the highest standards of 
performance, resilience, and strategic agility.

Code Subcategory Discription

UA01 Best Business Person Recognizing an outstanding individual who has demonstrated exceptional leadership, innovation, and impact in the business world, driving growth, 
success, and positive change within their organization and industry

UA02 Best Chairman Honoring an exemplary leader who has provided strategic vision, guidance, and stewardship to their organization, fostering growth, sustainability, and 
success while upholding the highest standards of governance and ethics

UA03 Best Consumer Product Recognizing an exceptional product that has captured the market's attention, delivering outstanding value, quality, and innovation to consumers, while 
meeting their needs and preferences in a unique and impactful way

UA04 Best Consumer Sevice Celebrating outstanding service offerings that prioritize customer satisfaction, reliability, and convenience, delivering exceptional experiences and value 
to consumers across various industries and sectors

UA05 Best Digital Entrepreneur Honoring an innovative and visionary entrepreneur who has leveraged digital technology to create and grow successful ventures, driving innovation, 
disruption, and positive change in their industry or market

UA06 Best Digital Person Recognizing an individual who has made significant contributions to the digital landscape, whether through thought leadership, innovation, advocacy, or 
impact, driving positive change and shaping the future of the digital world.

UA07 Best Enterprise Product Celebrating exceptional products designed for businesses and organizations, delivering innovative solutions, efficiency, and value across various 
industries and sectors, empowering enterprises to thrive and succeed in today's competitive landscape.

UA08 Best Enterprise Service Recognizing outstanding service offerings tailored for businesses and organizations, providing valuable solutions, support, and expertise to enhance 
productivity, efficiency, and success across various industries and sectors.

UA09 Best Entrepreneur Honoring an exceptional individual who has demonstrated exemplary leadership, vision, and resilience in founding and growing a successful venture, 
driving innovation, creating jobs, and making a positive impact on society and the economy

UA10 Best Finance Person Recognizing an outstanding individual who has demonstrated exceptional expertise, leadership, and impact in the field of finance, driving financial 
success, growth, and sustainability within their organization or industry.

UA11 Best Founder Celebrating an exemplary visionary who has founded and led a successful venture, demonstrating exceptional leadership, innovation, and resilience in 
driving growth, creating value, and making a positive impact on their industry and community.

UA12 Best Innovation Honoring groundbreaking advancements and disruptive innovations that push the boundaries of technology, science, or industry norms, delivering 
transformative solutions, products, or services that address complex challenges and drive positive change."



UA13 Best Innovator Recognizing an exceptional individual who has demonstrated outstanding creativity, vision, and ingenuity in driving innovation and solving complex 
problems, leading to the development of groundbreaking solutions, products, or services that have made a significant impact on their industry or 
society.

UA14 Best Marketer Celebrating an exceptional individual who has demonstrated outstanding creativity, strategic vision, and effectiveness in driving successful marketing 
initiatives, campaigns, and strategies that have made a significant impact on brand awareness, customer engagement, and business growth.

UA15 Best New Product Recognizing an outstanding product that has captured the market's attention and delivered exceptional value, innovation, and utility to consumers, 
solving real-world problems and setting new standards of excellence in its category

UA16 Best New Service Celebrating an exceptional service offering that has disrupted the market and delivered outstanding value, convenience, and innovation to consumers or 
businesses, addressing unmet needs and reshaping industry standards

UA17 Best Small or Medium Business Product Recognizing an exceptional product tailored for small or medium-sized businesses (SMBs), delivering innovative solutions, efficiency, and value to 
empower SMBs to thrive and succeed in today's competitive landscape

UA18 Best Small or Medium Business Service Celebrating outstanding service offerings specifically designed to meet the needs of small or medium-sized businesses (SMBs), providing valuable 
solutions, support, and expertise to enhance productivity, efficiency, and success for SMBs

UA19 Best Start Up Recognizing an innovative and promising start-up venture that has demonstrated exceptional potential, vision, and impact in its industry or market, 
driving innovation, disruption, and positive change with its products, services, or business model

UA20 Best Technology Person Honoring an outstanding individual who has demonstrated exceptional expertise, leadership, and impact in the field of technology, driving innovation, 
advancement, and positive change within their organization or industry

UA21 Best Woman Business Person  Recognizing an exceptional female leader who has demonstrated outstanding leadership, vision, and impact in the business world, driving growth, 
innovation, and success within their organization or industry while inspiring and empowering others

UA22 Best Woman Chairman Honoring an exemplary female leader who has provided strategic vision, guidance, and stewardship to their organization, fostering growth, 
sustainability, and success while upholding the highest standards of governance and ethics

UA23 Best Woman Digital Entrepreneur Celebrating a visionary and innovative female entrepreneur who has leveraged digital technology to create and grow successful ventures, driving 
innovation, disruption, and positive change in their industry or market

UA24 Best Woman Digital Person Recognizing an exceptional female individual who has made significant contributions to the digital landscape, whether through thought leadership, 
innovation, advocacy, or impact, driving positive change and shaping the future of the digital world

UA25 Best Woman Entrepreneur Celebrating an exemplary female visionary who has founded and led a successful venture, demonstrating exceptional leadership, innovation, and 
resilience in driving growth, creating value, and making a positive impact on their industry and community

UA26 Best Woman Finance Person Recognizing an outstanding female individual who has demonstrated exceptional expertise, leadership, and impact in the field of finance, driving 
financial success, growth, and sustainability within their organization or industry

UA27 Best Woman Founder Honoring an exceptional female visionary who has founded and led a successful venture, demonstrating outstanding leadership, innovation, and 
resilience in driving growth, creating value, and making a positive impact on their industry and community."

UA28 Best Woman Innovator Recognizing an exceptional female individual who has demonstrated outstanding creativity, vision, and ingenuity in driving innovation and solving 
complex problems, leading to the development of groundbreaking solutions, products, or services that have made a significant impact on their industry 
or society.

UA29 Best Woman Marketer Celebrating a female marketing leader who demonstrates exceptional creativity, strategic vision, and effectiveness in driving impactful campaigns, 
fostering brand growth and engagement



UA30 Best Woman Technology Person Recognizing a female leader who demonstrates exceptional expertise, innovation, and impact in the field of technology, driving advancements and 
shaping the future of the industry

NOTE: Along with a Sub-Category, kindly choose a sector from the following list.
 Applicable to all categories except APEX

CODE SECTORS

US01 Advertising/Marketing and Public Relations

US02 Agricultural Enterprise

US03 Automobile Enterprise

US04 Aviation & Defense

US05 Business Solutions Enterprise

US06 Cause/NPO/NGO/CSR

US07 Chemicals

US08 Commercial Real Estate Enterprise

US09 Commodities Enterprise

US10 Conglomerate

US11 Consulting Enterprise

US12 CPG (Durables/Non-Durables) Enterprise

US13 eCommerce Enterprise

US14 Educational Institution/Enterprise

US15 Electronics Enterprise

US16 Energy Enterprise

US17 Entertainment Enterprise

US18 Events

US19 Fashion & Beauty

US20 Financial Services/Banking Enterprise

US21 FMCG Enterprise

US22 Food & Beverages Enterprise

US23 Gaming

US24 Healthcare/Fitness Enterprise

US25 Homcare Enterprise

US26 Industrial Products Enterprise

US27 IOT Enterprise

US28 IT Enterprise



US29 ITES Enterprise

US30 Legal

US31 Lifestyle

US32 Manufacturing Enterprise

US33 Media Enterprise

US34 Mobile App

US35 News

US36 OEMs

US37 Political leader/Organization/Movement

US38 Professional Services

US39 Real Estate Enterprise

US40 Retail Enterprise

US41 Socio-economic Program/Activity/Scheme

US42 Sports Enterprise

US43 Telecommunications

US44 Tourism/Travel/Transportation Enterprise

US45 Utilities

US46 Others


